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Like dozens of cities across the country, Cambridge, Massachusetts has run a guaranteed income pilot—monthly payments to
a sample of residents for a set period, without conditions after
selection.1 In September 2021, the city started giving $500
per month for 18 months to 130 single caregivers with incomes
below 80 percent of the area median, in a program called Cambridge RISE.2

In order to fully understand the Cambridge guaranteed income
policy, I’ve placed it in the context of the tax and benefit system
in Massachusetts. The policy not only comes with its own welfare
cliff, but it extends existing cliffs created by other programs. It
is only natural that participants in these programs will ask themselves, “How much do I have to earn to make working worthwhile?”

In April 2022, Mayor Sumbul Siddiqui announced plans to create
a post-pilot program inspired by RISE. All eligible families—redefined to include families with dependents and income below 200
percent of the poverty line—would receive 18 monthly payments
of $500.3 As the press release noted, “This step makes Cambridge the first city in the country to expand its cash assistance
program to every family living in poverty.”4

A comprehensive model like OpenFisca US allows us to answer
this question, both under current law and proposed reforms.
As this research illustrates, welfare cliffs can be monumental,
encouraging participants to qualify for programs by keeping their
earnings low.

In this report, I evaluate the distributional impact of the proposed
policy and the incentives it creates. I also compare Cambridge’s
guaranteed income to a budget-neutral child allowance.
For the policy simulations, I use the open-source OpenFisca US
microsimulation model of federal and state tax and benefit policy,
which is built with support from The Center for Growth and
Opportunity.5
If implemented across Massachusetts, I estimate that the policy
would cut overall poverty by 15 percent and child poverty by 42
percent, though it would also create a significant welfare cliff—
that is, a drop in net income when participants earn too much
money to qualify for financial benefits. For example, a family of
four that earns above $55,500 would lose enough benefits that
their net income would fall unless they earned at least $81,400.
In contrast, a child allowance—a monthly payment for each child,
regardless of household income—would require a budget two to
three times larger to achieve the same poverty reduction. However, it would do so without distorting work incentives or biasing
against children in larger families.

These policies are created by well-meaning policymakers seeking
to lift people out of poverty. The impact of welfare cliffs can
counter that intention. Policymakers would do well to note how
different welfare policies interact so that they can minimize the
impact of those cliffs and ensure that working doesn’t make
people poorer.
Tax and benefit policy in Massachusetts
Understanding the impact of the Cambridge proposal requires
understanding what Cambridge residents currently pay and
receive. Although Cambridge does not have a local income tax,
other state and federal policies affect these taxpayers.
Massachusetts residents pay state and federal income tax. Most
taxpayers pay a roughly flat five percent income tax after exemptions and deductions. They may be eligible to receive state and
federal benefits as well. Low-income residents may receive a
state match of the Earned Income Tax Credit and other benefits
provided through the tax code.6
Low-income residents qualify for means-tested benefits (benefits
limited to those with low incomes) such as the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), free and reduced school
meals, and the Affordable Connectivity Program (a broadband
subsidy). These are mostly consistent across states, though Mas1

sachusetts has expanded SNAP during the COVID-19 pandemic
by providing emergency allotments that give the maximum
allotment to any qualifying household.7
What does all this mean for Massachusetts families? Let’s consider
the Sullivans, a family of four—two parents and two school-aged
children—paying $2,000 for housing and $50 for broadband
each month.8 In general, as they earn more, they also have more
money after taxes and benefits. But once they earn $55,500,
they exceed 200 percent of the poverty line, which is the income
limit to be eligible for SNAP. Because of the COVID emergency
allotments, they lose the maximum amount available to SNAP-eligible families, as soon as they earn $1 more than 200 percent of
the poverty line.
Figure 1. How earnings affect net income for a Massachusetts family with
two parents and two children.

Source: Author’s calculations using the OpenFisca US microsimulation
model.

That drop is known as a welfare cliff, and it is typically characterized by how much the family loses—how far the drop is vertically.
In this case, that drop is about $10,400 deep.
I’ve added another way of characterizing the cliff: how big an
earnings range under which a family is worse off (shaded in figure
1). Before the Sullivans hit the cliff at $55,500 earnings, they
would take home about $60,800 after taxes and benefits. To return to that level, they’d have to earn $69,500. I call that range—
from $55,500 to $69,500—the earnings dead zone. Anything in
between means a lower net income.
Welfare cliffs and earnings dead zones are barren territory in tax
analysis. In theory, tax policies should be designed to avoid them,
enabling models to treat charts like the above as continuous lines.
The slope of that line relates to a fundamental concept in labor
economics: the marginal tax rate, or how much of an extra dollar
of earnings is claimed by the government in the form of taxes (or
withdrawn benefits). When the line goes up and to the right, the
marginal tax rate is below 100 percent. Marginal tax rates exceed
100 percent at welfare cliffs.
Marginal tax rates are about effective wages: If a worker is paid
$10 per hour, how much do they keep from an extra hour of
work? If they face a 20 percent marginal tax rate, they take home
$8 for that extra hour. If they face a 100 percent marginal tax rate,
they take home $0.

A rich economics literature shows that people work less when
marginal tax rates are too high and welfare cliffs too steep.9 If the
Sullivans currently earn $55,500, they might turn down a raise or
extra hours to avoid losing SNAP. If they currently earn more than
$55,500, they might cut back their hours, or opt for one parent
to stay at home instead of earning, to become eligible for the
benefit.
Cambridge’s direct cash assistance proposal
Against this policy backdrop, Mayor Siddiqui proposed Cambridge’s direct cash assistance program on April 27. The announcement provided the following details:
• All eligible families with income below 200 percent of the
poverty line would receive payments
• The payments would be “$500 dollars per month for
approximately a year-and-a-half”10
• The city would allocate $22 million in American Rescue
Plan funds to the program
These numbers did not immediately appear to add up. Cambridge has about 11,000 households below 200 percent of the
poverty line, which would require 11,000 x $500 x 18 = ~$100
million to fund. In email communications, Chief of Staff Michael
Scarlett clarified that their budgetary estimate was based on families with dependents.11 The city found that about 2,300 families
would be eligible, which comes to about $21 million. Scarlett
also stated that the payment would not phase out gradually with
income and that eligibility would be determined only once, while
also emphasizing that details were still being finalized.
Since Cambridge’s program, like SNAP, limits direct cash
assistance to below 200 percent of the poverty line, it would
deepen the cliff created by SNAP. Once the Sullivans earned
more than $55,500, they would lose about $19,400: $10,400
from SNAP plus $9,000 ($500 per month over 18 months) from
the cash assistance.12 As a result, they would want to avoid
earning between $55,500 and $81,400—an earnings dead zone
that is $25,900 wide (see figure 2, where the light blue shading
shows how the Cambridge program widens the earnings dead
zone).
Figure 2. How earnings affect net income for a Massachusetts family with
two parents and two children under current law and Cambridge’s cash
assistance proposal.

Source: Author’s calculations using the OpenFisca US microsimulation
model.
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In reality, the earnings dead zone would be larger still for many
families. This analysis doesn’t consider Affordable Care Act subsidies, childcare subsidies, housing choice vouchers, and other
benefits that are withdrawn over this earnings range.
Poverty impact
The main advantage of targeted benefits is their cost-effective
poverty reduction, and here the Cambridge program would
have large effects.
When it comes to measuring poverty impacts, the official poverty
thresholds Cambridge uses to define eligibility have drawbacks.
The government classifies a household as in official poverty if their
cash income is below their poverty threshold, which is based
on household size. This ignores in-kind benefits like nutrition
assistance programs, taxes, and local housing costs.13 For these
reasons, poverty researchers tend to prefer the Supplemental
Poverty Measure (SPM), a joint venture between the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.14 The official SPM, however, is only available by state rather than local area, so I estimated
the poverty impact as if the Cambridge program were rolled out
across Massachusetts.15
Had the program existed in 2020, it would have cut poverty in
Massachusetts by 15 percent, from 8.1 percent to 6.9 percent, at
an annual cost of $1.2 billion ($1.8 billion for the 18-month period).16 It also would have cut child poverty by 42 percent and eliminated deep child poverty, the share of children in households
with income below half the poverty line. Empirical studies on
the effects of child poverty suggest that these reductions would
materially improve child development, educational outcomes,
and long-term health and earnings.17
Benchmarking against a universal child allowance
In announcing the direct cash assistance program, Mayor
Siddiqui said, “Our commitment has always been to find a way
to expand the impact of RISE and ensure that all families living in
poverty in our city would similarly receive cash assistance.”
The Mayor can reduce poverty without exacerbating welfare cliffs
by implementing a policy with precedent from several developed countries. A universal child allowance, or universal child
benefit, would provide a monthly payment to parents for each of
their children without conditioning on income.
Countries from Ireland to Finland have universal child allowances,
which avoid welfare cliffs because they are provided to everyone, regardless of income. Universal child allowances also avoid
inequities embedded in other child benefit programs, such as
smaller amounts for children in larger families and higher marginal tax rates for parents than non-parents.18 These are some
of the reasons Senator Mitt Romney proposed a near-universal
child allowance last year;19 why Representatives Rashida Tlaib
and Mondaire Jones proposed a fully universal child allowance in
February;20 and why the newly formed Maryland Child Alliance is
advocating for a state-level universal child allowance.21
For the $1.2 billion price tag of a Cambridge-style cash assistance
program, Massachusetts could give $75 per month to each of its

1.35 million children. A far cry from $500 per month, no doubt,
and it would only cut child poverty by 3 percent, a fifth of the
Cambridge program’s impact (though it also eradicates deep
child poverty).22 But add some funding, and the universal
approach becomes competitive: A $200 per month child
allowance would have a larger overall and child poverty impact
than the Cambridge program, at about 2.7 times the cost, with
no welfare cliff.
Figure 3. Cost and poverty outcomes of universal child allowances in
Massachusetts relative to the Cambridge cash assistance program.

Source: Author’s calculations using OpenFisca US and the 2020 Current
Population Survey.

The Cambridge proposal and child allowance represent two
ends of a spectrum, from cliff-based targeting to universality.
Other intermediate options include tax credits like the Child Tax
Credit (CTC) and Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), which phase
out gradually with income. The American Rescue Plan temporarily
transformed the CTC to look more like the Cambridge proposal,
as it provided the maximum amount to families even if they had
no earnings.23 In 2022, like years prior to 2021, the CTC gradually phases in with earnings, in addition to phasing out.
However, running child benefits through the tax system risks
missing low-income children whose parents wouldn’t otherwise
file taxes. For example, an Urban Institute survey found that one in
seven families that didn’t receive advance CTC payments do not
plan to file taxes, meaning they will not receive the CTC to which
they are entitled.24 Universal programs come at a higher cost, but
they can be proactively administered through the Social Security
Administration instead of requiring families to request it from the
Internal Revenue Service.
Conclusion
Targeted cash assistance programs like the one tested and
proposed in Cambridge deliver welfare relief to the poorest
taxpayers at a minimal explicit cost. However, in these programs,
a taxpayer may face a gross earnings dead zone range of tens
of thousands of dollars under which they would be better off
making less money. These welfare cliffs and earnings dead zones
represent a real friction and loss in the economy that must be
accounted for.
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Cambridge might not finalize their policy design until later this
year and might not launch it until 2023. In the meantime, parents
would reasonably try to keep their income below 200 percent of
the poverty line to avoid missing out when the program arrives.
Those who do miss out may be rightfully upset at the consequences of their earnings or perhaps of not following their city’s
politics closely enough to optimize their income.
Giving cash to families with children relieves suffering and generates large social returns—up to ten times their cost according
to a recent study.25 However, studies also find that the structure
of those programs can affect labor supply and ultimately the
economy. As Cambridge officials design their cash assistance,
they should consider more than just how to translate pilots to
policy, but also how to align incentives and promote fairness in
their tax-benefit system.
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